
UPCOMING EXHIBITIONS & EVENTS

DesignInquiry: Futurespective
On View: October 4 - December 14, 2019
Opening: Friday, October 4, 2019, 5-8PM

DesignInquiry: Futurespective is a series of installations that demonstrate how 
DesignInquiry engages in open-ended extra-disciplinary exchange. On display 
in the galleries are multi-media installations of objects + projects that present 
the experience of DesignInquiry as a real-time gathering and explore the 
process of DesignInquiry as a collective practice of thinking and making. 

Futurespective demonstrates how our practices unfold in design and 
everywhere. These practices are as diverse as the Inquirers themselves: we 
draw, write, weave, and cook; we discuss, debate, and document. Through 
these practices, which are conceptual as well as material, we query the way 
design informs culture and culture informs design. 

In conjunction with the exhibition, the ICA will host a series of lectures and 
events in collaboration with DesignInquiry. All events are open to the public. 

Wednesday, October 2, 2019; 6PM: MECA Visiting Artist Lecture with Rod Sayers

October 11 – 13, 2019: DesignInquiry Pop-Up Event: CURRENCY
Currency is often taken simply to mean money, but if currency also suggests relevance, 
presence, value and systems of exchange, what exactly has currency in an era in which 
value systems seem to be shifting? When a state of fl uidity characterizes everything, how is 
value built and enhanced, and what kind of currency is worthy of our investment?

Inside the gallery, we will have a working space with a risograph printer, a giant cinderblock 
letterpress, projector, wallspace, bread-making cart, crockpot array, and spotty wifi . Contact 
info@designinquiry.net to learn more.

Thursday, October 31, 2019; 6PM: MECA Visiting Artist Lecture with Matt Soar

November 2, 2019, 10AM – 5PM: Futurespective Convivium
DesignInquiry invites your participation in the Futurespective Convivium at the ICA in 
Portland. Neither an academic symposium nor a design conference, the Futurespective 
Convivium is a congenial day-long gathering in which we will debate and discuss and 
ruminate and celebrate the signifi cance of a futurespective perspective in design and 
culture. Contact info@designinquiry.net to learn more.

Thursday, December 5, 2019; 6PM: MECA Visiting Artist Lecture with Bethany Johns

December 6 + 7, 2019; Friday, 5:30 – 10:00 PM | Saturday, 10:00 AM – 5:00 PM 
Not the Holiday Sale: A public sale of works and components from the 
Futurespective exhibition and participants

For a complete list of Designers in Residence, participants, and events, 
please visit meca.edu/ica.


